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Although Pope John Paul II visited many New Orleans restaurants in September of 1987,

few New Orleanians realize that only Gunter Preuss of Broussard’s was trusted with the

daily preparation of all of His Holinesses in-residence meals.

Enjoy with a  Pinot Blanc and the heavenly sounds of the St. Louis Cathedral Young Artist

in Residence, a program jointly established in 2009 by the Paris Conservatory and the St.

Louis Cathedral music program. Dating from 1720, the St. Louis Cathedral Music

Program is one of the oldest continually operating music programs in the United States.

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.

In a medium saucepan over medium heat, melt butter. Add onions, shallots, and garlic

and sauté until transparent, but not brown, about 2 minutes. Add wine and lemon juice

and reduce by half. Add Béchamel Sauce and reduce by one-third. Add crawfish and

simmer for 10 minutes. Season to taste with salt and cayenne. Put in ramekins, top with

Parmigiano-Reggiano and bake in oven until cheese is golden brown and bubbly. Garnish

with crawfish and serve immediately.

SERVES 6

2 Tablespoons Fresh butter

2 Tablespoons sliced Green onions

1 Tablespoon minced French

shallots

2 teaspoons minced Garlic

1/2 cup White wine

1/4 Lemon, juiced

1 3/4 cups Béchamel sauce [recipe

p.194]

1 1/2 Tablespoons fresh Dill

1 1/2 pounds boiled Crawfish tails

Salt

Cayenne

1/2 cup freshly grated Parmigiano-

Reggiano

6 boiled Crawfish tails

A PAPAL VISIT: CRAWFISH BROUSSARD
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Broussard’s location at 819 Conti Street has a long and

distinguished place in the history of the City of New Orleans.

What is now Broussard’s was on Bienville’s first plan for

the City of New Orleans. Conti Street is one of the streets on

the 11 block by 7 block original rectangular plan for the

Vieux Carré. The original map, located in the Library of

Congress, indicates that in 1722 the property was assigned to

Dr. P. Delatour, Surgeon for the French Crown assigned to

the colony.

The December 1731 Gonichon map in the “Archives

Nationales Colonies” in Paris indicates the Cognon property

was by then fenced and owned by Louis Francois LaRoche

Castel.

Meanwhile, Joseph Broussard dit Beausoleil, anti-British

fighter and the General of the Acadian resistance in Nova

Scotia arrived in Louisiana with a large group of over 200

family and affiliated members in February of 1765. In April of

that same year, the Broussard’s entered into the Dauterive

Compact with Atakapas cattleman Jean Antoine Bernard

Dauterive to settle his land grant and to tend his livestock for a

part of the profit. French army engineer Louis Antoine Andry

led the Broussards across the Atchafalaya Basin. The

Broussard’s established the area that eventually came to be

known as the town of Loreauville. Joseph Broussard dit

Beausoleil was named Capitaine Commandant des Acadiens

aux Atakapas by French Interim Governor Charles-Philippe

Aubry. The Broussard’s were gifted cattlemen, soon growing to

be a power in the Louisiana livestock industry, and in later

years often supplied beef to restaurants.

In 1827 Samuel Hermann purchased the Conti St.

property, which he owned until 1842. The Conti Street

property joined his St. Louis Street property at the rear line.

Sometime during this period, possibly 1834, Hermann built

what is today the Josephine Room and the Magnolia Room

with its second floor and balcony. Judge Felix Grima next

acquired the property. The Hermann-Grima House at 820 St.

Louis St., like Broussard’s, is today on the National Historic

Register. The Hermann-Grima House offers historically

accurate cooking demonstrations in its 1830’s outdoor Creole

kitchen.

Destiny continued to twine the strands of city and

country. In 1891 Joseph Cesar Broussard was born in

Loreauville. His brother Robert was born in Loreauville in

1901. The next year, Joseph Broussard went to New Orleans to

earn his fame and fortune in the restaurant business. He

prospered and was promoted often by his employers, but

wishing to learn more, he entered the French apprentice

system and paid to be trained under Chef Mornay Voiron at

the Restaurant Durand in Paris. He returned to New Orleans,

created many new recipes, and met the beautiful Rosalie

Borello. Joseph and Rosalie were married at St. Louis Cathedral

and had their reception at the Borello home, the first of many

held at 819 Conti. Rosalie’s parents, Anthony Borello and Mary

Ann Guarino Borello gave the Conti property’s use to the

young couple as a wedding present. With his beautiful young

bride by his side, Joseph and Rosalie opened Broussard’s in

1920, residing in the upstairs apartments. The style of Rosalie

and Joseph Broussard’s restaurant, like their marriage,

successfully blended and celebrated two cultures: the Sicilian

and the French. Immediately successful, Joseph sent for his

younger brother Robert to help in the business. Robert moved

into the vacant apartments over the Magnolia Room and

promptly fell in love with and married Rosalie’s beautiful

younger sister, Philomena. The 1930 Census shows that Joseph,

THE HISTORY OF BROUSSARD’S
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Rosalie, Robert, Philomena and their six year old daughter

Phyllis all lived at 819 Conti St. Joseph died in 1966 at the age

of 76. Like all true lovers, he and Rosalie died within a year of

each other. Rosalie and Joseph left an enduring stamp on New

Orleans culinary history.

In 1974 the dynamic team of Owner and General Partner

Joseph Segreto and Partners Joseph Marcello, Jr. and Joseph C.

Marcello, purchased the property and began a massive

restoration. Mr. Segreto, an experienced restaurateur with a

series of successes to his credit, including the Elmwood

Plantation, the Red Onion, Shadows Plantation on the

Northshore and the discerning Eleven 79, directed the

restoration. He created something both wholly original and

classically beautiful, “The Restaurant as Art.”

The Preuss family continues and expands the tradition of

Broussard’s into and beyond its 100th year.
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Entering the Central Foyer of Broussard’s one is immediately taken

by its beauty. Though a pedestrian hallway, it is a grand entrance to the

dining experience before one. The high ceiling is beamed with antique

sinker cypress. The custom designed

sconces and chandelier of iron and

porcelain tulips echo a history of their

own and the extensive tile work all

speak... this is no ordinary place.

About the four walls are custom

designed hand painted tiles by New

Orleans artist Charles Reinike. The

tiles feature “putti” or cherubs, a

popular motif during the Renaissance.

The putti on Broussard’s walls are an

intentional reference to the putti on

the Fontaine des Innocents in Place

Joachim-du-Bellay in the Les Halles

district of the 1st arrondissement of

Paris. It is the oldest monumental

fountain in Paris and the last

Renaissance fountain in Paris. Pierre

Lescot, the architect of the fountain,

also worked on the Louvre, bringing

Italian Renaissance style to Paris. Built

to commemorate Henry II’s royal

entrance into Paris, the fountain did

not have sufficient water until

Napoleon built an aqueduct from the

River Ourcq. The Fontaine des

Innocents is adorned with both Renaissance putti and Mannerist bas relief.

Just as the Fontaine des Innocents welcomed Henry II to Paris, so the putti,

who are all in the process of preparing a meal, welcome our guests to

Broussard’s. Above the doorway is the legend “Soyez bienvenus chez

Broussard.” Welcome to the house of Broussard.

The sconces and chandeliers in the Foyer and in the Magnolia Room

were done in the fashion of the iron

tulips of Marie Antoinette. Marie

Antoinette’s sister Maria Carolina of

Austria was the Queen of Naples and

Sicily as the wife of King Ferdinand.

Maria Carolina and Marie Antoinette

were very close. While reigning as

Queen of France, Marie Antoinette

missed the tulip of her native land and

sought to have them grown at

Versailles. They did not do well, so

Marie commisioned tulips made of

gold. Le Petit Trianon was ransacked

during the French Revolution, but

replicas of the gold tulips can be seen

today in her restored bedroom in Le

Petit Trianon. As a ruler, Maria

Carolina had practiced enlightened

absolutism or benevolent dictatorship

over her domains of Naples and Sicily,

which allowed for religious tolerance,

freedom of speech, freedom of the

press, and private property ownership

all before the French Revolution.

When Napoleon won Naples, Maria

Carolina and her family escaped to

Sicily. Iron and porcelain tulips made into sconces and chandeliers are a

reminder Marie Antoinette and Maria Carolina, France and Sicily, like te

family of Joseph Broussard.

THE FOYER
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The demolition took 3 months, the renovation - 23, all the while

continuing and expanding the two cultural traditions established by

Rosalie and Joseph Broussard.

Assembled was the team of Samuel Wilson, Jr., Architect, Charles

Gresham, Designer and Charles Reinike, Artist all under the aegis of Mr.

Joe Segreto, General Partner and Co-Owner of Broussard’s.

SAMUEL WILSON, JR., ARCHITECT

Samuel Wilson, Jr. is often referred to as “The Dean of Historic

Preservation.” A graduate of Warren Easton High School and Tulane

University’s School of Architecture, his career included rehabilitation or

restoration of many projects, including the Cabildo, Shadows-On-The-

Teche plantation, the Pontalba Buildings, the Ursuline Convent, San

Francisco plantation, St. Patrick’s Church, Gallier House, the Hermann-

Grima House, the Rene Beauregard House, Trinity Church, St. Mary’s

Assumption Church, the French Market, Pitot House, Dillard

University, Works Progress Administration projects in City Park

including the golf house, the pigeonnieres, shelters, bridges, gardens and

the stadium, Feibleman Department Store which became Sears, the

American Bank Building, the many properties of General Lewis Kemper

Williams and Mrs. Leila Hardie Moore Williams now known as the

Historic New Orleans Collection, the House on Ellicott Hill, King’s

Tavern, Magnolia Hall, and, of course, Broussard’s. Married to the great-

great-grand-daughter of Benjamin Henry Latrobe, the Father of

American Architecture, who designed the U.S. Capitol in Washington

DC and the US Customs House in New Orleans, among others. Wilson

edited Impressions Respecting New Orleans by Benjamin Henry Bonval

Latrobe in 1951. Samuel Wilson published hundreds of papers during

his career and taught the course “Historic Louisiana Architecture” for 38

years at Tulane University. He helped to found  many organizations

including Friends of the Cabildo, the Louisiana Landmarks Society, the

Preservation Resource Center, the Orleans Parish Landmarks

Commission, and Save Our Cemeteries.

CHARLES GRESHAM, DESIGNER

Renowned New Orleans Designer Charles Gresham was regularly an

essential part of a Wilson team. With a breathtakingly expansive

knowledge of period design, Charles Gresham’s work included, not only

Broussard’s, but also the New Orleans Country Club, Brennan’s on Royal

Street, The Zemurray House at Number 2 Audubon Place, Commander’s

Palace and the 13th century Castle of the Knights of Malta in Italy, as well

as many of the Sam Wilson projects.

CHARLES REINIKE, ARTIST

Charles Reinike and his team consisting of his son Charles Reinike III

and his wife Vera were often involved in Wilson projects. Mr. Reinike’s

works have been exhibited at the Smithsonian, the New Orleans Museum

of Art, Columbia University and the Ogden Museum of Southern Art

among others and today are highly sought by collectors.

Born in New Orleans in 1906, Mr. Reinike was educated at the

Gradham School of Art in New Orleans and the Chicago Academy of Fine

Arts where he met fellow artist and his future wife, Vera Hefter of

Hamburg, West Germany. They married and returned to New Orleans,

starting the Reinike Academy of Art at 630 Toulouse St. at the Governor

William Charles Cole Claiborne House. In the 1930s they opened Reinike

Gallery. During World War II, Charles Reinike worked at Higgins

Industries in New Orleans, famous for the design and construction of the

Higgins boat. A Higgins Boat and the story of Higgins Industries is on

permanent exhibit in The National World War II Museum in New Orleans.

After the War, Charles and Vera raised their three children, Audrey,

Gretchen and Charles III and pursued active careers in commissioned art,

as well as operating Reinike Gallery. The Reinike’s offered an Art Retreat in

THE HISTORIC RENOVATION OF BROUSSARD’S
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St. Francisville, Louisiana at their camp Audubon Woods. An oil by Vera is

located in Greenwood Plantation in St. Francisville in West Feliciana Parish

and Reinike art is to be found in many plantation homes in the area.

Much of New Orleans that is notable is adorned by the Reinikes.

The Pickwick Club, founded in 1857 is one of the oldest private clubs in

continuous existence in the United States. Charles Reinike executed the

Pickwick Club murals during its 1950 renovation. Other Vera or Charles

or Charles III Reinike commissions include the mosaics and murals in

Our Lady of Guadeloupe Chapel, the murals, windows, and stations of

the cross at the Mercy Hospital Chapel, a bas-relief at Lake Lawn

Mausoleum, for which Charles III’s wife Edna modeled, the pewter bas

relief inlay in pecan of The Tree of Life at Temple Sinai which was

Charles III’s design, the pewter bas relief of New Orleans and Louisiana

Fish and Fowl at the Bon Ton Café, the enamel on copper Tree of Life

designed by Charles III as lead artist at Congregation Gates of Prayer in

Metairie, the mural at Our Lady of Prompt Succor Church, the

legendary murals in the Caribbean Room Restaurant and The Bayou

Bar of the Pontchartrain Hotel, the murals at both New Orleans

Country Club and Metairie Country Club, and the murals at Vista Shore

Country Club, to name but a few.

Many historic homes at New Orleans’ best addresses, St. Charles

Avenue, Audubon Place, Exposition Boulevard, Nashville, Vincent Avenue

and Prytania, house commissioned murals by the Reinikes. The Center

Hall of the exquisite Maddox-McClendon House at 2507 Prytania Street,

already endowed with its own private ballroom, is graced with a mural of

trailing vines and butterflies by Vera Reinike as well as a hidden garden

where putti enjoy a fountain.

Reinike Gallery, now located in Atlanta, continues a close association

with New Orleans’ best. The New Orleans Opera Association chose

Charles Reinike III to create the painting for the 2010 Opera Ball. One can

enjoy the Reinike “putti” or cherubs, a national treasure adorning The

Central Foyer at Broussard’s.
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Much of New Orleans that is notable is adorned by the Reinikes.

The Pickwick Club, founded in 1857 is one of the oldest private clubs in

continuous existence in the United States. Charles Reinike executed the

Pickwick Club murals during its 1950 renovation. Other Vera or Charles

or Charles III Reinike commissions include the mosaics and murals in

Our Lady of Guadeloupe Chapel, the murals, windows, and stations of

the cross at the Mercy Hospital Chapel, a bas-relief at Lake Lawn

Mausoleum, for which Charles III’s wife Edna modeled, the pewter bas

relief inlay in pecan of The Tree of Life at Temple Sinai which was

Charles III’s design, the pewter bas relief of New Orleans and Louisiana

Fish and Fowl at the Bon Ton Café, the enamel on copper Tree of Life

designed by Charles III as lead artist at Congregation Gates of Prayer in

Metairie, the mural at Our Lady of Prompt Succor Church, the

legendary murals in the Caribbean Room Restaurant and The Bayou

Bar of the Pontchartrain Hotel, the murals at both New Orleans

Country Club and Metairie Country Club, and the murals at Vista Shore

Country Club, to name but a few.

Many historic homes at New Orleans’ best addresses, St. Charles

Avenue, Audubon Place, Exposition Boulevard, Nashville, Vincent Avenue

and Prytania, house commissioned murals by the Reinikes. The Center

Hall of the exquisite Maddox-McClendon House at 2507 Prytania Street,

already endowed with its own private ballroom, is graced with a mural of

trailing vines and butterflies by Vera Reinike as well as a hidden garden

where putti enjoy a fountain.

Reinike Gallery, now located in Atlanta, continues a close association

with New Orleans’ best. The New Orleans Opera Association chose

Charles Reinike III to create the painting for the 2010 Opera Ball. One can

enjoy the Reinike “putti” or cherubs, a national treasure adorning The

Central Foyer at Broussard’s.
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The French Empire style takes its name from Napoleon’s

Empire and is the second phase of the Neoclassical design

movement. Napoleon sought to characterize his reign as a

return to the glory of the classical Roman periods. With its more

masculine and simplified lines, Empire is an elegant response to

the excesses of the French Rococo style, the style of the

Monarchs. More importantly, the Empire style served to remind

the French people of Napoleon’s successes by inclusion of

arrows and other implements of war as motifs. Egyptian figures

as ormolu served as a reminder of his Egyptian campaign.

Napoleon’s personal symbol, the bee surrounded by a laurel

wreath was used liberally. The Empire style is propaganda in

furniture. Through the French Empire style, which in fashion

included lightweight simple dresses without corsets, Napoleon

sought to remind the people that he had liberated them and

brought them an Empire as grand as the Roman empire.

The Napoleon Dining room is decorated in the Empire

Style. The molding on the intersecting rafters is egg and dart

molding with an arrow motif for the dart. Crystal chandeliers

were popularized in the Empire style and the Napoleon Room

sconces are classic Empire-style with ormolu, shaped like a

plummeting hot air balloon. Napoleon commissioned a hot air

balloon from Andre Garnerin as part of the event at which

Napoleon crowned himself Emperor in 1804. The balloon had

a huge golden crown on top. Two days after the event, the

balloon, having made its way to Rome, snagged the crown on

Nero’s tomb, Rome’s worst Emperor, and crashed into Lake

Bracciano. Hot air balloons were used in the Napoleonic Wars

and by the French in the siege of Paris in 1870. The chandeliers

in the Napoleon Room were custom designed by Charles

Gresham and fabricated by a well-known Royal Street antique

shop specializing in chandeliers, using the black and gold crown

THE NAPOLEON ROOM
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design associated with the period. A similar entirely gold

Second Empire chandelier is located in the Red Room at the

White House. The ornate gold mirrors in the Napoleon Room

are also Empire.

Ornamenting the walls of the Napoleon Room are

antique Venetian masks of the commedia dell’arte, the

professional improvisational theater that flourished during

the Mannerist period and gave rise to Punch and Judy,

Shakespeare, Moliere, vaudeville, slapstick, the soap opera,

burlesque and opera. Pulcinella is a prominent Neapolitan

commedia dell’arte character. The famous Gelosi commedia

del Arte troop used the symbol of Janus, the god of comings

and goings to signify its travels to and from Venice during the

carnival season and was composed of 10 stock characters. The

walls of Broussard’s are adorned with the traditional 10 classic

masks of commedia dell’arte.

The circular reliefs in the doorway of the Napoleon

Room are in the style of the famous Capodimonte porcelain

factory established in Naples in 1743 by the Bourbon King

Charles. The Palace of Capodimonte Reggia di Capodimonte

in Naples was the summer residence of the king of the Two

Sicilies, Ferdinand I, the husband of Maria Carolina, Marie

Antoinette’s sister. Napoleon’s brother Joseph and later his

brother-in-law Joachim Murat occupied the Palace of

Capodimonte for 10 year until Ferdinand returned from

Sicily in 1815.

The Empire-style dining chairs in the Napoleon Room

were custom designed for the room and manufactured by fine

furniture manufacturer Shelby-Williams. The chair proved so

popular with Broussard’s customers, who often inquired

where they could obtain one, that soon the manufacturer

offered the custom design for retail sale. Covered in luxurious
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